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To thrive and prosper in the new
economy,North Carolina municipalities
will have to adapt to the federal
government’s recent policy shift toward
letting free enterprise solve pressing
urban and rural problems.

everal recent socioeconomic and
demographic trends threaten the
future health and competitiveness
of North Carolina and other states.1
Despite enormous economic growth
and wealth generation, the gap between
the haves and the have-nots in North
Carolina widened during the 1990s.
This continues a three-decade national
trend of growing inequality.2
Preliminary analyses of the 2000
census results reveal that this trend is
undergirded by an increasing “balkanization” of the U.S. population (that is,
an increasing division of Americans into
smaller groups).3 Over the past decade,
the state and the nation have both
become racially and ethnically more
diverse, but only as a whole. Confirming
the findings of earlier research, the
2000 census indicates that non-Hispanic
whites are increasingly concentrated in
economically prosperous communities,
while blacks and other people of color
are clustered for the most part in
declining or economically marginal
communities.4
These two developments—growing
inequality and population balkanization
—have had a devastating impact on
the youth of North Carolina and the
nation. Segregation along racial lines in
the public schools has worsened during
the 1990s, paralleling growing disparities
in black-white achievement.5
The two developments also have
exacerbated race relations in the nation
and the state. Throughout the 1990s—
especially in U.S. cities that were left
behind in the economic boom but
experienced population growth fueled
by immigration—tensions, conflicts,
and confrontations with racial or ethnic
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Providing businesses with access to highspeed communication links like fiber
optic cable is key to communities
competing successfully in the economy
of the twenty-first century.

overtones have triggered protest demonstrations and civil unrest.6 In North
Carolina, which became a major magnet
for immigration during the 1990s, the
schisms to date have been limited to
isolated incidents of violence against
immigrant newcomers and hostile
verbal exchanges between them and
the state’s long-term white and black
residents over access to housing, jobs,
and other scarce resources. However, if
history serves as an accurate barometer,
the situation might worsen in the
current statewide economic downturn.7
To thrive and prosper in the new
economy, North Carolina municipalities,
particularly those with substantial
populations in economic distress, will
have to adapt to the federal government’s
recent policy shift toward letting free
enterprise solve pressing urban and
rural problems.8 They also will have
to adjust to the philanthropic community’s increasing preference for funding
entrepreneurship and socially responsible undertakings.9
In view of these dramatic policy shifts,
I propose in this article a conceptual
model for understanding, evaluating,
and enhancing community health and
competitiveness in the twenty-first
century’s knowledge-based economy.
The model identifies six types of “community capital”—polity, physical, finanThe author is William Rand Kenan, Jr.,
Distinguished Professor of Management,
Kenan-Flagler Business School, and
director, Urban Investment Strategies
Center, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of
Private Enterprise, The University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Contact
him at jimjohnson@unc.edu.
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cial, human, cultural, and
social— that North Carolina
communities will have to
develop in order to thrive
locally in the global economy.10
In the following sections,
I describe the six sources of
capital and present manifestations of each in selected
highly competitive communities of the new economy.
I also discuss what North
Carolina municipalities must
do to develop the full
complement of capital assets
that are known to exist in
highly competitive communities. Finally, I outline a
three-step action plan that
North Carolina municipal
leaders can pursue to improve
the health and the competitiveness of their communities
in the marketplace of the new
economy.

When asked to identify the
most important barriers to
success for the technology
community in Philadelphia,
68 percent of 100 people
Polity Capital
surveyed at a technology
conference in that city
“mentioned city taxes, twice
as many as the next factor.”15
More specifically, the conGovernment
ference attendees indicated
that the city’s taxes on
wages, stock options, and
ForNonProfits
profits
gross receipts were deterring
companies from locating in
the city.16
To secure the resources
needed to compete, newCivic Entrepreneurship
economy communities have
moved toward a “network
governance model—a
coalition of business, goverFinancial
Physical
Human
Cultural
Social
Capital
Capital
Capital
Capital
Capital
nment, and community
leaders who skillfully blend
new business models of venPoverty
Job
Community
ture capital and networking
Alleviation
Creation
Development
with the job of solving public
Description of the Model
problems.”17 In such cities
The proposed model for
the local government actively
Healthy/Competitive Community
enhancing communities’ health
and aggressively pursues
and competitiveness (see
strategic alliances with
Figure 1) is predicated on the
businesses and nonprofits—
ability of municipal government leaders
In many communities, especially
domestically and internationally—that
to leverage their polity capital to forge
those that have been left behind in the
will lead to the development of cultural
mutually beneficial entrepreneurial
current economic boom, two elements
ties and profit-centered activities. These
relationships with for-profit (business)
of polity capital, the business climate and
ties and activities will, in turn, generate
and nonprofit institutions. From that
regulatory structures, often deter commu- revenue, create jobs, and enhance the
basis they can aggregate the other five
nity stakeholders from pursuing innovacities’ overall image and attractiveness
sources of community capital to foster
tive strategic alliances and entrepreneurial as places to live and do business.18
strategies for reducing poverty, creating
or business-oriented approaches that
In such strategic alliances, the govjobs, and developing a healthy and
can generate revenue. Such approaches
ernment employs sound and socially
economically competitive community.
can, in turn, be used to resolve those
responsible business principles to
I discuss each component of the model
communities’ seemingly intractable
enhance the efficiency and the effectivein detail in the following sections.
social and economic problems.12
ness of its operations, while creating
For example, Philadelphia’s tax struc- policies that encourage others to act
Polity Capital
ture is driving high-tech entrepreneurs
responsibly.19 For-profit entities act in a
To compete in the new economy, North
to the suburbs.13 Commenting on the
socially and environmentally responsible
Carolina communities, especially those
problem, the president of a Philadelphia
manner while continuing to operate in
that are severely distressed, may need
e-commerce business organization said,
the best interest of shareholders. Nonto re-engineer how they go about develprofits strive to create social-purpose
oping their polity capital. For present
[T]he tax structure, I think, has
ventures that address pressing local
purposes, “polity capital” is the resources
caused a lot of business owners to
needs and the financial needs of their
and the tools that local governments
think more seriously about where
organizations.20
and other institutions have at their disthey locate, and a lot have moved
Communities and organizations that
posal to improve or enhance the health,
to the suburbs. . . . [I]nformation
embrace such approaches are engaging
the socioeconomic well-being, and the
technology in general is all intellecin “civic entrepreneurship.”21 That is,
overall competitiveness of their comtual capital. And intellectual capital
they have attempted to transform their
munity in the global marketplace.11
has feet—it’s easy to move.14
government culture from a social
8
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Figure 1. A Civic Entrepreneurship Model for Enhancing
Community Health and Competitiveness

welfare–oriented model of operation to
a business-oriented one, with an eye toward enhancing the community’s stock
of financial, physical, human, cultural,
and social capital. In turn, these assets
are deployed in innovative ventures
designed to alleviate poverty, create jobs,
and foster community development.22

An aggressive
business culture
finds the necessary financial
capital to generate growth and
create jobs.

Financial Capital
How do highly competitive communities
create the financial capital needed to
promote their growth and development?
Such communities have a strong entrepreneurial spirit and orientation, as
well as a can-do attitude toward
resolving their own problems.23 Also,
their economic development policies
encourage innovation and adaptation,
with an eye toward shaping the
“evolution and ongoing change in a
way that maintains [the] essential
character and values [of the community].” “Unless a society and a community [are] open to the development of
new ideas, they are unlikely to see much
development.”24
In a highly competitive community,
the “government does not treat business
with hostility or suspicion, but like a
partner where both sides are expected
to keep their part of the bargain.”
Further, highly competitive communities
exemplify an “openness-to-new-ideas
attitude, that is, a try-it-and-see if-itworks rather than a let’s-go-check-withthe-authorities” attitude.25
These communities also have a
healthy attitude toward failure. In
Nashville, Tennessee,

[f]ailure . . . is an important part of
the learning process; it sorts successful approaches from losing ones.
Failure also makes change possible.
Without failure, established companies are not forced to accept the
painful processes of improvement.
....
In an entrepreneurial culture, business failure is not a kiss of death, as
it can be in more rigid economies. . . .
[I]n a highly competitive community,
investors, bankers, lawyers, and
accountants expect some new ventures to fail, and also expect that
failure to be followed by new efforts.26

Silicon Valley’s success relative to
that of other high-tech nodes “stemmed
from much more receptive attitudes
about entrepreneurship and risk taking
and a much greater tolerance and lower
social stigma for business failure.”27 The
key to the economic revival of Dallas,
Texas, following the collapse of its
energy and banking sectors in the 1980s
was “a powerful, extremely aggressive
business culture”:
[A]t each stage of its development the
primary impetus for growth . . . has
come not from outsiders like New
York bankers or Silicon Valley
venture capitalists, but from local

folks captivated by the restless,
sometimes relentless entrepreneurial
spirit that seems indigenous to the
community.
....
[T]he seemingly laid back demeanor
and the slow, southern drawls of
Dallasites are deceiving. . . . Dallas
is a very sophisticated place. . . .
[T]here’s just this tremendous “can
do” spirit here. You are judged on
your character, and capable people
can have a real effect.28
For the foregoing reasons, a wealth
of both traditional and nontraditional
winter 2002
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sources of financial capital is available
to foster business and community
development in highly competitive
communities. Typically, such communities “have strong traditional financial
sectors that advise and nourish young
companies, long before they have
become profitable and can win a standard bank loan.”29
Nashville, known for decades as
the Wall Street of the South, epitomizes
this spirit:
Ten venture capital firms with a combined investment portfolio worth
hundreds of millions are based in
Nashville. Since 1990, J. C. Bradford
and Company, Nashville’s most
prominent investment banking firm,
has helped entrepreneurs raise over
$12 billion in initial public stock
offerings, as well as more than
$3 billion in private investments.30
Reflective of the healthy attitude that
investors have about risk in highly
competitive communities, in Nashville,
[r]ich people . . . are willing to spin
the big wheel a few more times,
rather than clip coupons. . . . Investors here understand that most startups will go under. Perhaps six out
of ten fail—and another three limp
along. But the tenth one will blaze to
the top, leaving fantastic earnings in
its wake. Meanwhile, in some cities,
investors are looking for guarantees,
a sure thing.31
In highly competitive communities,
community development venture capital
funds (CDVCFs) and other nontraditional sources of financial capital also
are typically available. Traditional
venture capital funds are professionally
managed pools of equity capital typically sought for growth and expansion.
CDVCFs are modeled after them but
allow managers to seek a double
bottom line—that is, both social and
financial returns.32
Finally, in highly competitive communities, nonprofit organizations tend
to be very enterprising. For example,
some engage private-sector companies
in mutually beneficial strategic partnerships that generate revenue:
• Cause-related marketing alliances—
10
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say, BMW donating money to the
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer
Foundation each time a person testdrives one of its cars
• Affinity programs — alliances forged
between major corporations and
trade and professional associations
• Exclusive agreements — for instance,
Huntington Beach, California,
recently giving Coca-Cola exclusive
“pouring rights” in all city-owned
facilities, which will generate $6.7
million in new revenue for the city
• Selling of space— communities
marketing a wide array of public
spaces, including airports, transit
systems, and sports venues, to
private-sector companies to generate
sorely needed revenue
Others operate for-profit arms, often
referred to as “social-purpose ventures,”
that generate revenue. Still others pursue
some combination of these strategies.33
The revenue accumulated via these
efforts is called “community wealth,”
as opposed to personal or corporate
wealth. This terminology is used because
the revenue supports a wide range of
activities designed to improve the overall
health and well-being of communities
and the people who live in them. The
activities include improvements in
infrastructure, within- and after-school
programs for socially and economically
disadvantaged youth, employment and
training programs, and more.34
Physical Capital
To maintain and enhance their comparative advantage in the new-economy
marketplace, highly competitive communities invest heavily in their physical
capital—what is referred to as their
“logistical infrastructure.” This includes
the network of highways, railways,
airports, and telecommunications
systems (telephone, Internet, etc.) connecting them to the regional, national,
and global economy.35 A community’s
physical capital also includes vacant
and abandoned parcels of land that can
be developed or redeveloped to make
the community more attractive as a
place to live and do business.
To attract entrepreneurs and neweconomy businesses as well as to

maintain connections to the regional,
national, and global economy, a city’s
bridges, tunnels, rail lines, ports, and
highways must be modern and in good
repair. Nashville has consciously and
purposefully invested in its transportation infrastructure so that it can
benefit economically from its strategic
location at the geographic crossroads of
the country, a point where three interstate highway systems converge.36
Half the U.S. population lives within
600 miles of Nashville, and those
people can be reached by a spider’s
web of rail lines, river routes, and
highways that emanate out of Nashville. Small wonder that strategically
located Nashville is a major shipping
and distribution center for books,
Bibles, and manufactured goods —
it is the perfect home for a manufacturer’s shipping center. That is
one reason Ingram Inc., the world’s
largest distributor of books, has long
been based in Nashville. Across
town is Thomas Nelson, the world’s
largest publisher of Bibles. Nashville
is also home to the world’s largest
sheet music publishers.37
Dallas has pursued a similar strategy.
After the collapse of its banking and
energy sectors, it attempted to shed its
detested “middle of nowhere” image by
aggressively pursuing federal funding to
develop I-35. This interstate highway
now serves as the “main conduit between the American industrial heartland
and Mexico’s northern manufacturing
centers.” In part because of this investment in ground transportation, Dallas
is known in some circles as the “capital
of capitalism,” a city where, in the
1990s, the growth of high-tech industry
was greater than it was in Silicon
Valley.38
However, strategic investments in
airport facilities and broadband technology probably have been the most
important factors in positioning neweconomy cities to compete in the twentyfirst century marketplace. For example,
“‘[l]ike the seaport, river and canal,
train, and highway systems before them,
air travel networks, particularly for air
cargo, are now the leading logistical
factor behind urban growth.’”39 Nowhere
has this been more apparent than in
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Transportation
systems, such
as railways,
that link a
community
to the world
around it
constitute its
physical capital.

Dallas, where leaders made a conscious
DSL, cable and the like—is key to comdecision to invest in three airports:
petitiveness.”42 Today, in making decisions
about location, businesses are asking
Dallas–Fort Worth International, which
three critical quesranks with Chicago’s
tions: How wired is
O’Hare as one of the
your community? Can
nation’s busiest air
To maintain and enhance
get high-speed
centers; Love Field,
their comparative advantage you
access to the Internet?
conveniently located
in the new-economy market- What will it cost?43
near downtown;
The actions of
and Alliance Airport,
place, highly competitive
Tacoma, Washington,
developed and
communities invest heavily in illustrate the impact
financed by Ross
that wiring a comPerot as an industrial
their physical capital.
munity can have on a
airport—the world’s
local economy:
largest.40
Broadband technology is an equally
In Tacoma, Washington, long a
important element of infrastructure:
step-sister of glamorous Seattle, the
municipally owned electric utility
[A]s cities of the past were built along
installed a fiber-optic network that
railroads, waterways and interstate
covers 180 square miles and in the
highways, cities of the future will be
process brought new businesses
built along information highways—
and economic vitality to a place that
broadband communication links to
was once bleakly described as
homes, schools and offices, hospitals
“postapocalyptic.”44
and cultural centers, and through the
World Wide Web to millions of other
Elaborating on the role of broadband
locations all over the world.41
technology in competitiveness, one
However, when it comes to attracting business official noted, “We will soon be
at a point where tenants expect bandnew-economy businesses and jobs, the
width just as they do air conditioning.”45
future is now for municipalities, since
That municipalities cannot compete
“access to broadband technology—T1,

for new-economy business without the
logistical infrastructure of highways,
railways, airports, and telecommunication systems is best captured in the
observation that “‘the Web cannot
move a box.’”46 The problems that
e-commerce businesses faced during the
1999 Christmas season illustrate the
point.47 Because of their failure to
establish a network of distribution
centers and a strategy for delivering
products to customers in a cost-efficient
and timely manner, many e-tailers had
a disastrous 1999 holiday season. In
the absence of such a logistical infrastructure, Toysrus.com and a host of
other e-tailers accepted orders for
products that already were out of stock.
This meant that the purchased items
could not arrive in time for Christmas.
Angry parents filed lawsuits, and some
of the e-tailers were eventually fined
$1.5 million each by the U.S. Federal
Trade Commission. An attorney who
filed one of the lawsuits said,
There are lots of things in life that
are excusable, but ruining Christmas
for thousands of children isn’t one of
them. The thought that Toysrus.com
had full knowledge they couldn’t
winter 2002
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Customers may
purchase items
in cyberspace,
but trucks and
like vehicles are
necessary to
deliver the items.

keep the Christmas Eve date but
continued to accept orders makes it
even worse. To thousands of kids,
Toysrus.com is the e-grinch that stole
Christmas.48
In preparation for the 2000 holiday
season, e-tailers invested large sums
of money in logistical support and
customer-service systems.49 Municipalities with the necessary physical capital
were the primary beneficiaries of these
investments.
For communities that are striving to
be more competitive in the emerging
e-commerce economy, success will hinge
on their ability to develop a bulletproof
logistical infrastructure:
[T]he most important part of an
online transaction occurs not in
cyberspace, but rather at the customers’ door. . . . [D]espite all the
discussion about pure-play [cyberspace shopping “malls”] versus brickand-mortar [traditional shopping
malls], it is steel and rubber—in the
form of vans, trucks and the occasional bicycle—that ultimately rules.50
In addition to ensuring that neweconomy businesses have the logistical
12
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infrastructure that they will need to
compete, highly competitive communities
employ the new technologies to enhance
their own polity capital.51 That is, they
strive to make government more costefficient and -effective by bringing a
wide array of services online. As the
director of IBM’s Institute for Electronic
Government points out, in the fierce
competition for new-economy employers,
[g]overnment has to move at the
speed of business. . . . If it takes 12
weeks to get a permit to renovate
office space, and a venture capitalist
says the business needs to be up and
running in 90 days, you lose out.
That business is going to go where
the process is timely.52
By proactively and aggressively
making the transition to e-government,
or “smart government” as it is called,
highly competitive communities send
a signal to both start-up companies
and established ones looking for a
place to locate or relocate that their
local business climate is highly supportive. Making this transition also
substantially reduces the cost of doing
the business of government. In highly
competitive communities, the resulting

cost savings are being channeled into
efforts that address pressing social and
economic needs that otherwise would
go unmet.
Human Capital
Although a state-of-the-art logistical
infrastructure is necessary, it is not
sufficient to enhance community
competitiveness in the new economy.
“[W]hat brings about transformation is
the people who can create in innovative
and creative ways.”53
Thus, in terms of a community’s
human capital, there are two keys to
success in the new economy. The first is
cutting-edge research facilities and topnotch education institutions.54 However,
their mere existence is not enough.
Within these institutions the climate
must allow scientists to translate research into viable commercial uses
that will enable high-tech businesses,
their supplier networks, and the local
economy to grow and thrive. To facilitate this type of economic activity,
Indiana has established a 21st Century
Research and Technology Fund, which
provides $50 million for research for
the state’s universities and private companies. Ohio State University reportedly
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In a West
Virginia
community,
providing laptop
computers to
students — an
investment in
human capital
— dramatically
improved
the state’s
performance
on national
achievement
tests.

is considering using a
materialize, a highly
Discrimination often
small percentage of its
competitive community
results in bias suits,
$1.3 billion endowinvests heavily in its
ment as seed money to
cultural capital—that is,
and these create the
help small companies
in policies and proceimpression that the
in Ohio grow.55
dures that undergird its
environment does
The second key is
citizens’ values, attitudes,
large-scale investments
and beliefs about their
not tolerate diversity.
in the local education
current life chances and
Creating such an imsystem (K–12, comtheir future opportunities
munity college, and
in the local community.58
pression is unwise and
More specifically, a
four-year institutions)
counterproductive.
highly competitive comto ensure the availabilmunity strives to manage
ity of education and
its population diversity effectively, not
training programs that will enable
solely for social or moral reasons (that
citizens to compete for new-economy
is, because it is the right thing to do),
jobs. For example, in Hundred, West
Virginia, to strengthen the technological but also as a form of enlightened selfinterest (that is, because it is good for
skills of the student population, business
business). Communities that value
and government jointly developed a
rather than tolerate their cultural capital
program that provided laptops to stucreate a climate in which all citizens,
dents. “[A]fter distributing 144 laptops
regardless of race, ethnicity, gender, and
to students for both home and school
so on, are fully able to maximize their
use, West Virginia has jumped from 33rd
potential to participate in the new
to 11th place on national achievement
economy and benefit from the fruits of
tests.”56 Such investments enhance a
community’s attractiveness to businesses.57 their labor.
Dallas has long recognized the
Cultural Capital
strategic importance of managing its
To ensure that the full benefits of a
cultural capital. Although its minorities
strong education and training system
have not benefited fully from the city’s

pro-business climate, Dallas has viewed
racial strife as bad for business. In the
1920s, the city “waged a war against
the Ku Klux Klan, noting that the Klan’s
presence deterred growth.” “The kind
of racial strife that decimated other
cities, north and south, for the most
part skirted Dallas. Largely, because it
was bad for business.”59
In a March 2000 speech, Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan put
forth the same argument: “‘Discrimination is against the interests of business.
. . . Yet business people often practice it.
In the end, the costs are higher, less real
output is produced, and the nation’s
wealth accumulation is slowed.’” Also,
as Massachusetts economist Cynthia
Latta notes, “‘Bias toward women,
minorities, and the disabled is counterproductive[,] . . . a bit like shooting
yourself in the foot.’”60
Discrimination often results in bias
suits, and these create the impression
that the environment does not tolerate
diversity. Creating such an impression is
unwise and counterproductive in the
contemporary period, when international
migration and interregional population
shifts within the United States are
dramatically changing the racial and
winter 2002
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Social Capital
Highly competitive communities also
invest in their stock of social capital.
For present purposes, “social capital” is
the contacts through which people main14
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Churches and
other places of
worship are
part of a
community’s
social capital,
offering social
identity, emotional support,
and human
contact.
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ethnic composition and complexion of
communities.61 Moreover, new-economy
entrepreneurs and workers are themselves a diverse group in terms of race
and ethnicity, immigration status, and
lifestyle.62
Examples of cities that have not
effectively managed their cultural
capital abound. Because of their inability to manage their growing population
diversity and its accompanying challenges, several cities, Los Angeles, Miami,
and New York among them, have
been sites of major civil disturbances,
which have destroyed existing jobs and
deterred new business development
(including tourism).63 For instance,
nearly 100,000 jobs were lost in Los
Angeles as a consequence of the 1992
civil unrest, and two years later, only
26,000 jobs had been created in the
rebuilding process, resulting in a net loss
of 74,000 jobs. The job loss was concentrated among people of color, and
the newly created jobs mainly benefited
non-Hispanic whites, so the rebuilding
effort served to exacerbate racial and
ethnic divisions in the city. This, in turn,
further tarnished Los Angeles’s image.64
In other instances, local officials’
cultural or racial insensitivity has
triggered the exodus of businesses. For
example, on March 31, 2001, Delta
Airlines discontinued its Asia Pacific
Gateway services at the Portland
(Oregon) International Airport after
repeated instances of foreign visitors on
its flights from Japan being mistreated
by Immigration and Naturalization
Service officials (for example, being
subjected to strip searches without just
cause). In terms of economic impact,
local officials estimate that this insensitive and inappropriate behavior, which
strongly influenced Delta’s decision to
discontinue the services, could cost the
state $900 million a year in lost revenue.
It also has tarnished the city’s image,
especially among foreign travelers
from Asia, and earned it a new name,
DePortland (a play on the word
“deportation”).65

tain their social identity and receive
emotional support, material aid and
services, information, and new social
contacts.66 Such support can be
obtained from individuals (for example,
immediate and extended family members, friends, and fellow members of
one’s ethnic group) and institutions (for
example, churches and communitybased organizations). Highly competitive communities make substantial
investments in an array of “bridging”
institutions, such as the YMCA, the
YWCA, and the Boys and Girls Club,
which seek to knit a community
together and provide links to social

capital for residents, especially those
who are socially and economically
disadvantaged.
Highly competitive communities seek
to build or rebuild social capital in an
effort to reverse the growing inequality
in U.S. society.67 Most of their efforts
are designed to overcome the social and
personal isolation that undergirds this
inequality.68
How do they do this? The government funds local institutions whose
responsibility is to boost community
involvement. Also, along with privatesector employers, it advocates policies
that promote civic engagement and

A community’s
tax structure
significantly
affects its
attractiveness to
entrepreneurs.

enable citizens to balance work, family,
universities and secondary schools,
and community life better.69
and large reservoirs of wealth to
In addition, highly competitive comfinance a growing class of entrepremunities that use their
neurs. The region is,
polity capital to promote To ensure that the full
moreover, thick with
and facilitate strategic
small and medium-sized
complement of capital is businesses, enterprises
alliances among government, industry, and
present,a municipality’s of practically every
universities create a
classification, with
polity capital has to be
special kind of social
untold opportunities for
capital. Such alliances
dynamic and flexible,not additional growth. And
facilitate the sharing of
there is capital—billions
static or bureaucratic.
knowledge across organof dollars held by banks,
izational boundaries and
venture firms, pension
promote the formation of trusting
funds and others, available to finance
relationships, which, in turn, lead to
good ideas.71
transorganizational “communities of
However, most of the Internet busiinnovation.”70
ness “winds up in Philadelphia’s suburbs.”
Why? Because, as noted earlier, “PhilaDiscussion and Proposed
delphia’s taxes and business climate send
Action Plan
most entrepreneurs across the city line.”72
Even where there are empowerment or
The absence of any one of the six types of
opportunity zones, in which tax breaks
community capital discussed earlier can
are offered to lure new firms, those tax
seriously encumber the ability of a municipality to compete in the new economy. breaks are offset by high rents for space.
Thus, to ensure that the full
Philadelphia has many of the necessary
complement
of capital is present, a
ingredients. On the positive side,
municipality’s polity capital has to be
dynamic and flexible, not static or
[t]here are thousands of highly
bureaucratic. To foster and enhance
skilled workers, many first-class

community competitiveness, the local
government must assume the role of
managing partner. It must be prepared
—almost on an ad hoc basis—to foster
networks among key community stakeholders to address both long-term and
emerging issues that affect the health
and the competitiveness of the community in the economic marketplace.
Depending on the nature of the problem, these networks may be industry- or
sector-specific, ethnic based, or regional
in composition.73 In some instances they
may involve business leaders who are
staunch competitors in the local marketplace. In highly competitive communities,
leaders of competing businesses often
work together to solve local problems
because they recognize that their “coopetition” or “competitive collaboration” will ultimately redound to the
benefit of their respective companies.74
In other words, it is a form of enlightened self-interest.
This type of collaboration has been
most clearly manifested in Charlotte,
North Carolina. The former chief
executive officers of Bank of America
(Hugh McColl) and First Union
National Bank (Ed Crutchfield), who
were otherwise fierce competitors in the
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financial services industry, over the
years worked together to improve the
health of the city and the quality of life
of its people. In large part because of
their collaborative efforts, Charlotte has
been a magnet for people and jobs. Of
course, both banks have benefited
enormously from this growth.75
For North Carolina municipalities,
developing their full complement of
community capital is no longer an
option; it is a strategic imperative. On
the basis of the successful application of
the model presented in this article in
two locations (Gary, Indiana, and
Grand Forks, North Dakota), I believe
that North Carolina municipalities can
profitably pursue the following threepronged action plan.76
First, they must critically assess the
strengths, the weaknesses, the opportunities, and the threats (SWOT)
inherent in their existing stocks of polity,
financial, physical, human, cultural, and
social capital. On the basis of the results
of these community-level SWOT
analyses, they can develop coherent
strategies to enhance the attractiveness
of their communities as places to live
and do business.
Second, since inadequate financial
assets will be major obstacles to implementing the recommendations likely
to have the greatest impact on their
future competitiveness, local government and community leaders will have
to acquire training and skills in civic
entrepreneurship. Such training will
equip them with the tools to pursue
a wide range of entrepreneurial
approaches (cause-related marketing
alliances, affinity programs, and so on)
that might generate new streams of
revenue. They then can use this revenue
to implement the recommendations
that emanate from the communitylevel SWOT analyses.77
Third, to level the playing field for
community and economic development,
North Carolina municipalities must
develop and implement strategic plans
that will allow them to take better
advantage of the emergence of information technology. Specifically, they must
strive to develop a state-of-the-art technology infrastructure and viable plans
and processes for creating knowledge
workers, for making the transition to
16
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smart government, and for forging
strategic electronic partnerships that
link them to the regional, national, and
global economy.
To launch this threefold action plan
successfully, North Carolina municipalities, particularly the most economically
distressed communities, will need
financial support from both state
and national foundations. They also
will need managerial and technical
assistance. The Institute of Government
and the Kenan-Flagler Business School
at The University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, and the North Carolina
Rural Internet Access Authority, can

MODEL FOR RURAL
COMMUNITIES
ith support from the
Golden Leaf Foundation,
the Institute of Government
and UNC–Chapel Hill’s Kenan-Flagler
Business School are creating a model
of economic development that rural
communities can use to enhance their
competitiveness. The model follows
the steps outlined in the accompanying
article. For more information, contact
Anita Brown-Graham at (919) 9620595 or brgraham@iogmail.iog.unc.edu.
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help provide the necessary technical
support. If the necessary resources are
strategically mobilized, this threepronged action plan might serve as a
national prototype for assessing and
enhancing community competitiveness
in the twenty-first century’s knowledgebased economy.
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